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INSTRUCTION BOOKLET

PLEASE CAREFULLY READ THE Wii™ OPERATIONS MANUAL COMPLETELY BEFORE USING YOUR
Wii HARDWARE SYSTEM, GAME DISC OR ACCESSORY. THIS MANUAL CONTAINS IMPORTANT
HEALTH AND SAFETY INFORMATION.

The Official Seal is your assurance that this product is licensed or manufactured by
Nintendo. Always look for this seal when buying video game systems, accessories,
games and related products.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION: READ THE FOLLOWING WARNINGS BEFORE YOU OR
YOUR CHILD PLAY VIDEO GAMES.
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WARNING – Seizures
• Some people (about 1 in 4000) may have seizures or blackouts triggered by light flashes or
patterns, and this may occur while they are watching TV or playing video games, even if they have
never had a seizure before.
• Anyone who has had a seizure, loss of awareness, or other symptom linked to an epileptic
condition, should consult a doctor before playing a video game.
• Parents should watch their children play video games. Stop playing and consult a doctor if you or
your child has any of the following symptoms:
Convulsions
Loss of awareness

Eye or muscle twitching Altered vision
Involuntary movements Disorientation

• To reduce the likelihood of a seizure when playing video games:
1. Sit or stand as far from the screen as possible.
2. Play video games on the smallest available television screen.
3. Do not play if you are tired or need sleep.
4. Play in a well-lit room.
5. Take a 10 to 15 minute break every hour.

Nintendo, Wii and the Official Seal are trademarks of Nintendo. © 2007 Nintendo.

Licensed by Nintendo

CAUTION: WRIST STRAP USE
Please use the wrist strap to help prevent injury to other people or damage to surrounding objects or the Wii Remote in case
you accidentally let go of the Wii Remote during game play.
Also remember the following:

people and objects.
• Use the Wii Remote Jacket.

WARNING – Repetitive Motion Injuries and Eyestrain
Playing video games can make your muscles, joints, skin or eyes hurt. Follow these instructions to
avoid problems such as tendonitis, carpal tunnel syndrome, skin irritation or eyestrain:
• Avoid excessive play. Parents should monitor their children for appropriate play.
• Take a 10 to 15 minute break every hour, even if you don't think you need it.
• If your hands, wrists, arms or eyes become tired or sore while playing or if you feel symptoms such
as tingling, numbness, burning or stiffness, stop and rest for several hours before playing again.
• If you continue to have any of the above symptoms or other discomfort during or after
play, stop playing and see a doctor.

CAUTION – Motion Sickness
Playing video games can cause motion sickness in some players. If you or your child feels dizzy or
nauseous when playing video games, stop playing and rest. Do not drive or engage in other
demanding activity until you feel better.

SYSTEM MENU UPDATE
Please note that when first loading the Game Disc into the Wii console, the Wii will
check if you have the latest system menu, and if necessary a Wii system update
screen will appear. Press OK to proceed.
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IMPORTANT LEGAL INFORMATION

This Nintendo game is not designed for use with
any unauthorized device. Use of any such device will invalidate your Nintendo product warranty.
Copying of any Nintendo game is illegal and is strictly prohibited by domestic and international
intellectual property laws. “Back-up” or “archival” copies are not authorized and are not necessary to
protect your software. Violators will be prosecuted.
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Bonus Shots...................10

CONTROLS
Wii Remote™ CONTROLS

Wii Zapper™ CONTROLS

CONTROLS

CONTROLS

pointer..........................................Aim

pointer..........................................Aim

B Button .......................................Fire/Select

B Button .......................................Fire/Select

A Button .......................................Hunter Vision

A Button/Z Button ........................Hunter Vision

+Control Pad .................................Reload

+Control Pad/C Button ..................Reload

+/– Button....................................Pause

+/– Button....................................Pause
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SET UP

GAME MODES

SETTING UP THE GAME

ONE PLAYER MODE

Remington Great American Bird Hunt is a fast-paced bird hunting
game for one to four players featuring Remington shotguns. The object
of the game is simple: get the highest score by hitting lots of birds and
bonus items. Main targets are Ducks, Geese, Wild Turkeys, Grouse
and Pheasant.

A fascinating hunting trip is waiting! Try to get at least a bronze medal
in each round to move on to the next round. The birds, terrain and
weather change with each round for a new experience and each bird
requires a different hunting strategy. (See Game Rules on page 7).
There are twelve tournaments in One Player mode. Each
tournament consists of five rounds. If you win a gold medal in every
round of a tournament, you’ll earn a gold trophy or a bonus weapon.

MAIN MENU
ONE PLAYER: Solo play pits you and
your shotgun against the birds. Take
down as many as you can to earn
Bronze, Silver or Gold medals, tournament trophies and power-up items.
VERSUS: Two to four players
compete in a simultaneous pursuit
of birds on the wing. Each player
needs a Wii Remote.
HUNTING PARTY: Hunt with a party of up to four people using a
single Wii Remote. Each player takes a turn with the Wii Remote
shooting at birds and bonus items.
SOUND SETTINGS: Adjust sound volume.

STARTING THE GAME
Players are represented onscreen
by an emblem. To start the game,
choose a mode, then either select
an existing emblem or create your
own. You can make and save up to
ten emblems. Remember which
emblem is yours. All your Remington
Great American Bird Hunt save
data and rankings are stored in a
file marked with your emblem. If you
play a round multiple times, only
your best score will be saved.
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MULTIPLAYER MODES
VERSUS
In this mode, two to four people play together simultaneously. Each
player must have a Wii Remote. The player with the best score after
three rounds is the winner.
HUNTING PARTY
In this party mode, two to four players compete by taking turns. Each
match consists of three rounds, with each player taking one turn per
round. Since there’s only one active player at a time in this mode, only one
Wii Remote is needed. When the active player’s turn is over, that player
hands the Wii Remote to the next player. Shoot Trick Attack balloons with
a hunter number on them to play tricks on your opponents. Each Trick
Attack you shoot gives an opponent a surprise handicap in the next round.
Hit balloons with a team member’s hunter number for extra points.
TEAM PLAY
Cooperative play is available for both Versus and Hunting Party modes.
If you’re a novice player, team up with someone else to beat a stronger
player. The team or the individual player with the highest total points at
the end of the match is the winner.
POSSIBLE TEAM COMBINATIONS
Two players ....1 versus 1
Three players..1 versus 1 versus 1; 1 versus 2
Four players ...1 versus 1 versus 1 versus 1; 1 versus 1 versus 2;
1 versus 3; 2 versus 2
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GAMEPLAY
Remington Great American Bird Hunt is a fast-paced action hunting
game. The object in single player mode is to earn a maximum number of
gold round medals and tournament trophies. In multiplayer you are trying
for score, but of course want to dominate competitive players and help
cooperative players. Whether by yourself or playing with others, hit the
maximum number of birds you can in the time allotted to each round
and do not lose points by hitting illegal targets. Illegal birds are displayed
on the loading screen. They are often songbirds and hens. If you hit
them points will be deducted. Also, in Pheasant and Grouse rounds, if
you make a certain number of misses, the round ends.
HINT: The Bird Call item can bring out golden birds for extra points,
and your four legged hunting buddy Rockford can also flush golden
birds up from the ground.

HUNTING SCREEN
 TARGET BIRD
Shoot this bird
to get the item
shown above it.

GAME RULES
DUCK ROUNDS
Hit as many Ducks as possible to get the
highest score. You have unlimited shotgun
shells and there is no need to reload.
Shooting illegal targets causes you to lose
points.
ILLEGAL TARGETS:
Blue Jay, Red-winged Blackbird, Osprey,
Herring Gull, and Swimming Ducks

GOOSE ROUNDS
Goose hunting is more sophisticated than
Duck hunting, yet easy to learn. Reloading is
required, but automatic. There may be situations when you want to check the number of
shells left in your shotgun to prepare for
flocks. Hitting all birds in a flock gives you
extra bonus points.
ILLEGAL TARGETS:
Blue Jay, Red Tailed Hawk, and
Sitting Geese

 BONUS ITEM
ICON
The icon shows
bonus item in use.
 HUNTER
VISION METER
 SHOTGUN
SHELLS
 KILLS / KILLS FOR ULTIMATE HUNTER BONUS
 TIMER

WILD TURKEY ROUNDS
Try to take down a certain number of
Gobblers (male Turkeys) within the time
limit. For every Gobbler you hit, the time
limit is extended by a few seconds. If you
take down all Gobblers in the round, you‘ll
get Ultimate Hunter bonus points!
ILLEGAL TARGETS:
Turkey hen

 MISSED SHOT ICONS
(only in Pheasant and Grouse rounds)
 SCORE
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GAME RULES
PHEASANT ROUNDS
Win Pheasant rounds by earning a high
score shooting male Pheasant and bonus
birds. The round ends if you kill all male
Pheasant and bonus birds in the round, if
you miss a certain number of times, or if
the timer runs out. Hitting an illegal bird
counts as a miss. Careful aiming is
required, so take your time and shoot target birds with great care. Like in Wild
Turkey rounds, you’ll earn Ultimate Hunter
bonus points for killing all Pheasant and
bonus birds in the round.

illegal targets

Pheasant hen

Western
Meadowlark

ILLEGAL TARGETS:
Pheasant hen and Western Meadowlark
BONUS TARGETS:
Bobwhite Quail

Red Tailed Hawk
Red-winged
Blackbird

GROUSE ROUNDS
Grouse are probably the most difficult bird
to shoot in Remington Great American Bird
Hunt. The round rule is the same as
Pheasant rounds, but the time limit is much
shorter. Accurate and quick shots are needed to win a medal. Try for Ultimate Hunter
bonus points to earn a top-ranking medal.

Osprey
Herring Gull

ILLEGAL TARGETS:
Blue Jay
BONUS TARGETS:
American Woodcock
Blue Jay

Turkey hen
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BONUS SHOTS
Looking to increase your score? Try these skilled shots:
CHAIN
The most common skilled shot is the Chain. A chain begins by hitting
two or more birds without missing. For each bird shot in the Chain you
will receive a bonus 100 points. Each bird kill is worth a base 100
points, but if you hit two birds in a row, then value of the second bird
will be 200 points. If you hit three birds in a row, the value of the third
bird will be 300 points. The Chain goes up to ten, and stops, so if you
hit a eleventh or twelfth bird, you’ll get 1000 points for each.
LONG SHOT
When you hit a target bird that’s far away, you’ll earn Long Shot
bonus points.

BONUS ITEMS
HUNTER VISION
Every time you successfully perform a Chain, your Hunter Vision meter
increases. Once the meter is filled, you can activate Hunter Vision.
Using Hunter Vision slows time, making birds easier to hit and while
Hunter vision is on, the score for each kill will be multiplied by 1.5.
Hunter Vision is available only in One Player mode.
BONUS ITEMS
If you hit a bird with an icon over its head, you earn that item.
The item is only effective for the current round.

HUNTING GLASSES (One Player mode only)
See birds more easily in any weather.

MULTI-SHOT (Double Shot, Triple Shot, Quad Shot)
A shotgun shell is loaded with many small pellets. As the pellets travel,
they spread out so it is possible to hit multiple birds with one shot if
they are close together. The more birds taken down at once, the
greater the bonus.

AMMUNITION BONUS
Doubles your shotgun shells.

FLOCK BONUS
Some birds such as Geese fly in flocks. Hit all birds in a flock to earn
bonus points.

QUICK SHOT
Doubles your shooting and reloading speed.

HEADSHOT
One of the most important Turkey hunting techniques is the headshot
and only the most skilled hunters can make headshots consistently.
Aim for the Turkey’s head and if you hit it you will score extra points
but if any of the blast hits the Turkey’s body, it will not be considered
a headshot.

ROCKFORD (One Player mode only.)
Your hunting dog and four legged buddy Rockford will
flush out extra golden birds for you. Golden birds are
worth more points than normal birds.
BIRD CALL BONUS (One Player mode only)
The Turkey Call, Duck Call or Goose Call summons
additional golden birds to your location. Golden birds
are worth more points than normal birds.
BONUS SHOTGUNS
During the game, your shotgun can be upgraded to
one of the following guns.
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WEAPONS
REMINGTON MODEL 870™ EXPRESS®

REMINGTON MODEL PREMIER® UPLAND

This model has the same quality, precision and dependability you’ll find
in Remington’s legendary Model 870 Wingmaster. This is the default
shotgun used in the game.

A beautiful and strong premier over and under shotgun for upland birds
such as Grouse and Pheasant. Perfectly balanced dimensions and a slim,
low profile receiver make it a swift and natural targeter. You’ll reload
faster and the installed choke raises your hit points.

REMINGTON MODEL 870™ EXPRESS® SYNTHETIC
REMINGTON MODEL 887TM NITRO MAG

This pump-action shotgun is specially designed for extreme weather
and won’t swell or crack. Be an outstanding Duck and Goose hunter
with faster, smoother pump action.
REMINGTON MODEL 870TM SPSTM SHURSHOT™
SYNTHETIC TURKEY

This model is optimized for Turkey hunting with the revolutionary
ShurShot™ synthetic pistol-grip stock. The installed choke prevents pellets
from spreading too widely. An excellent weapon for headshots.

The newest pump-action shotgun from Remington is very strong in the
most extreme conditions. Black and camouflaged waterfowl versions
are available. A choke is set for bigger hit points.

NOTE FOR REAL LIFE SHOTGUN USE: Most game laws limit the
number of shotgun shells in a magazine to up to two for waterfowl
hunting in addition to one shell in the chamber.

REMINGTON MODEL 1100TM SPORTING 12

Long loved by American shooters, these auto-loading shotguns are
superb in balance, handling and durability. The soft recoil from the gasoperated action is the foundation of Remington’s auto-loading legacy.
Quick shooting is easy and fun!
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credits

TRICK ATTACKS
TRICK ATTACKS IN HUNTING PARTY MODE
By hitting balloons with a hunter’s number in the first and second
rounds, you’ll foist one of the following Trick Attacks onto the player
with the hunter number you hit. Trick Attacks give your opponents a
surprise handicap in the following round. Hitting a balloon in the final
round simply adds to your score.
BIRD ARMOR
Birds become stronger and take multiple hits before they go down.
SPEED
The flight speed of birds becomes unpredictable.

MASTIFF

PRODUCTION

Head Woof
BILL SWARTZ

Executive Producer
BILL SWARTZ

Big Woof, Japan
MIKA HAYASHI

Producer
MIKA HAYASHI

Producer Woof
JEFF SHOTWELL

Game Design
JEFF SHOTWELL

Numbers Woof
CHARLES VAN

Game Design
TOM GAUBATZ

Essential Woof
MIEKO MOCHIZUKI

DEVELOPED BY KOUYOUSHA

HAIL
A freak hailstorm springs up, covers your screen and temporarily
blocks your view.

PR and Honorary Woof
MICHAEL MEYERS

HEADSTAND
The screen turns upside down.

REMINGTON ARMS
COMPANY, INC.

REVERSE
Left-right and up-down controls are reversed when the gun sight is
moved.

Executive Producer
HIROSHI NAKAMURA
Director
SHINYA YADA
Lead Artist
YUUICHI HIROSE

E. SCOTT LESTER
MARC A. HILL

Lead Programmer
SHINICHI SATOH
Programming
KENJI MATSUO
KAZUHIRO HARA
FUMIYA MURAMATSU
KATSUSHI IIDA
Art
YOSHINARI KAIHO
MIHO SAWADA
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warranty

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION

VOICE PRODUCTION

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND WARRANTY

Hunting Consultant
Gun, Bird Calling Recording
DAN BERTALAN

Casting and Voice Direction
Honorary Woof
KRIS ZIMMERMAN SALTER

Bird Audio and
Hunting Scenario Consultant
NATE WALKER

Voice Talent
MATTHEW MERCER

Mastiff LLC (“Mastiff”) warrants to the original purchaser of this product
that the medium on which this program is recorded is free from defects in
materials and workmanship for a period of ninety (90) days from the date
of purchase. This warranty shall be void and moot if the defect in this
Mastiff product has arisen through neglect, abuse or any attempt to use
the product other than as specified in this manual. This warranty is in lieu
of all other warranties whether written or verbal, and no other representations or claims of any nature shall be binding on or obligate Mastiff. All
implied warranties, including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are waived to the extent
permitted by applicable law. In no event will Mastiff be liable for incidental
or consequential damages resulting from possession, use or malfunction
of the Mastiff product. Some states do not allow limitations as to how long
an implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions or limitations of consequential
damages, so the above limitations and/or exclusions of liability may not
apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also
have specific legal rights, which vary from state to state.

Voice Recording
KEVIN CLELAND
Mai Tai Studios

Gun Audio Recording
RICH PEET
Bird Calling
BOB HANSEN
KYLE ANDERSON
JIM EVERARD

TESTING
iBeta Quality Assurance
SPECIAL THANKS

Remington Gun Shooting
WILD BILL’S OUTPOST,
CAMERON, WI

Fontworks Japan, Inc.

Technical Support:
Please contact Customer Service by email at:
customerservice@mastiff-games.com
or by telephone at 415-992-8072

Remington Gun Sounds
KEVIN O’GARA
Sound Effects
PIOTR NIEDZIELSKI
Sfx-Design

Visit Mastiff online at www.mastiff-games.com
Mastiff LLC 2762B Octavia San Francisco, CA, 94123

Package and Manual Design
TOM USHER DESIGNS
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Manual Text Editing
BELINDA M. VAN SICKLE
GameDocs, Inc.
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